INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP OVERVIEW

Want to be part of a world-class organization, learning new skills that you can apply in the “real world”? If this doesn't sound like your typical Industrial Engineering position, that’s because it’s not! Our program is designed to develop you professionally and increase your practical knowledge of the many operating areas within the Company. You will have a wide range of opportunities to provide analytic and consulting support to various lines of business including Merchandise, Attractions, and Entertainment.

Our program is designed to develop you professionally and increase your practical knowledge of the many operating areas within Disney. Internship opportunities may be in California or Florida.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Conduct Industrial Engineering analysis projects, particularly in operational planning support, workload planning and forecasting, capacity utilization, and productivity/process improvements
- Ensure that the appropriate methodology, measurements, tools and quantitative techniques (e.g. data collection, computer simulation, statistics, process flow analysis, etc.) are applied in projects
- Lead and participate in team efforts and work on projects which require interfacing with all levels of Cast and management

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

- Currently enrolled in a four-year Industrial Engineering or related program with a GPA of 3.0 or higher
- Prior related work experience, including co-op/intern programs with a focus on problem solving
- Demonstrated strong verbal and written communication skills
- Demonstrated strong interpersonal skills
- Demonstrated strong analytical, problem solving, and decision making skills
- Willingness to learn new software applications
- For co-ops: ability to work multiple, rotating terms from 3-6 months in duration
- Proof of eligibility for full-time employment within the United States on a permanent basis is required.

TO APPLY

- Submit an online application at www.disneyinterns.com  Search REQ IDs: 242257BR, 242241BR